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Question: 1
An Activity to resubmit a rejected request is provided by the business process. This Activity
should go back to the same approver that examined it before. Which user assignment in the Web
Sphere Lombardi Edition Routing section would you use?
A. Routine Policy
B. Lane Participant
C. Last User in Lane
D. List of Users
Answer: C
Question: 2
"Escalations" are used in Web Sphere Lombardi Edition modeling to:
A. Automate processes by using non-human tasks
B. Add a level of sophistication to the process model
C. Improve the process by solving problematic tasks
D. Make sure metrics relating to process cycle times are met
Answer: D
Question: 3
After a simple split, the process will end when the first token encounters an End event.
A. True
B. False
Answer: B
Question: 4
IBM BPM Blueprint can generate which types of documentation for a Process Map and Diagram?
A. Word document
B. Excel document
C. PDF document
D. PowerPoint document
E. HTML document
Answer: A, B, C,D
Question: 5
The developer creates a complex type to represent personal information and needs to include
phone numbers. The developer must include cell, home and work numbers. In this situation, why
would the developer create a list of another complex structure type?
A. People have varying amounts of phone numbers and you don't want a lot of empty variables.
B. The developer does not have to change the data structure to add additional phone numbers
later.
C. There are no advantages to structuring data this way. It just depends on your database
structure.
D. None of the above
Answer: A,B
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